By Larry Wise

Getting On Target With Drop-Away Rests

T

he 2006 ATA show in Atlanta
gave me the perfect opportunity to visit most of the arrow
rest manufacturers to see their latest
and greatest inventions. That
meshed well with the editor’s wish to
do a survey article on the newest and
very popular “drop-away” styles.
I was curious, also, because I had
personally shot only two different
makes of the drop-away
rest and I wanted to know
more about them. As a target shooter and hunter, I
also wanted to know how
well they grouped with
both target arrows and
broadheads. With that in
mind I made my rounds
through the show and collected ten different rests
for testing. My observations follow in this article.

Certainly, today’s arrow rest manufacturers are paying close attention
to this as all of the rests I tested fell
into this category. Some offered
more features than others but all
were well made, sturdy and functional. They did the job they were
intended to do, launch an arrow
cleanly and accurately to the target.
From a dealer’s perspective, a

DISADVANTAGES

ADVANTAGES
Most consumers easily
recognize the important
fact that fletch contact
with the arrow rest often
makes it very difficult to
achieve good arrow flight.
Fletch contact is even
more detrimental with
broadheads installed on the front
end of your hunting arrows. So, if a
rest offers absolutely “NO” fletch
contact, they correctly believe, it has
to be better for their hunting setup.
For this reason, the drop-away arrow
rest has become very popular and
every rest I tested provided that
“clean” arrow flight when it was
properly mounted and adjusted.
I, like most bowhunters, also
look for a rest with well made and
simply designed parts that provide
reliable “in-the-field” performance.

the woods doing a little hunting
yourself.
Since every area of the country is
different in preference I won’t try to
sway your opinion on which rest to
use; I’ll just pass along some tips
about what to pay attention to while
you’re dealing with these current
designs. Besides, they all shoot reasonably well.

good rest needs to be easy and quick
to install and set up for the customer.
It also has to stay in place while taking some abuse in the field. So, you
as a dealer must evaluate the rests
available to you and your customers
and decide which ones you want to
stock. You have to decide which ones
you want to deal with during the selling season and, more importantly,
throughout the hunting and shooting seasons. You don’t want to fix or
replace arrow rests after the peak
sales season when you should be in

Every rest I’ve ever
shot had some disadvantage:
Like
the
old
“springy”
type
rest.
Remember that simple
spring coil that held up
your arrow? It had very
few parts and shot some
great groups but if you
nocked your arrow backwards just once, the
fletching would hit the
coil and straighten it out
into a three inch-long
piece of wire. After that,
with a little twisting you
could use it as a paper
clip!
As I see it, the disadvantage of the drop-away
rest is the “pull cord”. It
hangs there between the rest and the
cable making me the think that I’ll
hook it on some brush while I’m in
the woods. And with my luck, I’ll
hook it while I’m trying to raise my
bow up to my tree stand.
I will add that I’ve hooked other
rests in the brush and after working
with these ten rests my fears are
greatly reduced; I didn’t hook the
cord on anything while I was testing.
Also, my two-piece bow quiver and
arrows would protect the cord from
most of the brush anyway.
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Moving parts also bug me.
Anytime a rest has moving parts I
know that they must be kept clean
and functioning properly. Some dirt
or ice in the wrong place and your
rest may not function as it should
and that compromises accuracy. But
that’s true for any rest, even that old
springy I liked so much.

SETUP STEPS
Installing and setting up these
drop-away rests is not much different than setting up other rests with
the exception that the pull-cord has
to be attached. I recommend the following steps when assembling and
installing a drop-away rest.
READ THE INSTRUCTIONS:
With ten rests to test I’ve been doing
lots of reading and I’ve learned a few
things specific to each rest.
ASSEMBLE: Some rests need
final assembly. To make packaging
easier and cheaper the side carriage
or pull-cord may be packed separate
from the rest carriage and you’ll have
to put them together.

FELT COVERINGS: If it’s
near
hunting
season you may
have to install
the felt silencer
coverings
for
your customer
as some hunters
expect their bow
to be fully ready
for the field,
much like their
gun is. Do you or
should
you
charge for this
All of the arrow rests I tested included instructions, some more
service?
detailed
than others. Reading them carefully before installing your
D O W N first one will make the process go smoother, saving time and
CABLE SERVmoney.
ING: If you’re
installing a rest requiring a down- setup is complete.
CENTER SHOT: Now is when I
cable serving to hold the cord in
place then do that now. I found that set the center shot location of the
“knotting” serving onto the cable rest. My standard here is to get the
like I knot my nock locators worked arrow directly in front of the bowwell. I placed this locator 2-to-3 string at the start of the tuning
inches below the arrow level. I cover process. Just “eyeball” it in place. All
my knotted locator with Fletch Tite rests tested had some form of leftto give it a hard right adjustment feature to make
protective cov- this simple.
NOCKING POINT: Set the nockering.
M O U N T - ing point locator on the string by
ING: All of my hand-rotating and holding the rest
ten rests mount- in the “up” position. I use 1/4 to 3/8
ed with one inches as an initial setting as that
bolt. That keeps places the bottom of the arrow near
it simple. Don’t level with the rest. Paper and powder
tighten the extra testing later will help you get a final
locking screw setting. Some rests had a vertical
until after final adjustment feature to assist with this

I prefer to tie a knotted cord locator onto the down-cable.
The method I use is the same as my nocking point locator on the
bowstring. Use 15 to 20 knots and it will stay in place. Cover it
with fletching cement (not cyanoacrylate or “instant”) to provide a hardened protective covering.
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to 20 yards to shoot a group. I also
paper test to check flight characteristics. And powder test to be sure the
fletching isn’t coming down to touch
the rest or arrow shelf – be sure you
don’t have any contact.
MOUNT LOCK-SCREW: Now is
the time to lock the position of the
rest carriage by tightening the lock
screw on the mount.
PENCIL MARK: Trace a pencil
mark around the mount carriage
onto the side of the riser. Your cus-

setting.
ATTACH PULL-CORD: Attach
the pull-cord by inserting it through
the spread strands of the down cable
and below the knotted locator. Or
use the cable-slide provided, or use
the “ball-like” attachment device
provided with the rest. Don’t set the
length of the cord yet.
CORD LENGTH: This step is
universal. Hand-pull the cord taut
through the down cable or through
its attachment device but don’t fasten it in place. Draw the bow to full
draw and the cord will pull through
the down cable or holding device to
a natural position that holds the rest
launcher upright. Repeat this drawing step. Now fasten the cord in
place in its holding device or tie it in
place on the down cable. You may
also tie an over-hand knot in its end
so it doesn’t pull through the cable.
Some dealers just melt a bead on the
end of the pull-cord so it doesn’t pull
through – I like the knot better.
ARROW HOLDER: Install the
arrow holder on the arrow riser shelf
if one is needed. This prevents the
arrow from falling off the riser when
the bow is not being drawn. This is
really important when your bow is
hanging up on a bow holder while
hunting.
TEST SHOOTING: Now is the
time for test shooting. I prefer to
shoot a few arrows at 10 yards to
check my sight settings, and then go
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Set the nocking point on the bowstring
by holding the launcher or paddle in the
upright position and aligning your bow
square to its top. I recommend the usual
1/4 to 3/8” initial setting so that the bottom of the arrow shaft is level with or
slightly above the launcher-top.

The SURE-LOC® X–PRESS
fits any bow—conventional, parallel, crossbow • eliminates wedging of
parallel limb bows • no need to back out limb bolts • less stress on riser
than if bow is drawn by hand • flex limbs in natural arc • leave accessories
on the bow • recommended and used by bow manufacturers
The easiest, safest, best way to flex a bow.
NOBODY DOES IT BETTER

optional stand, tool trays

C.S. Gibbs Corporation • Phone (812) 689-9926 • www.sureloc.com
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Tying a knot in the end of the pull-cord will work well in preventing the cord from pulling through the down cable. The balllocator is another good fastening method but be sure to tighten
the setscrew against the pull-cord and not the down-cable as the
cable could be damaged. A third method would be to serve the
cord to the down-cable but I find this more difficult to do.

tomers can then observe any position change in the rest carriage.

THINGS TO CONSIDER:
TILT-UP ANGLE: I prefer my
feeler-gauge launcher I use in competition to be at a 30-degree angle
but the drop-away rest needs to be
tilted up to a 60 to 80-degree angle.
Check the directions for the rests
you carry in your shop. Since the
drop-away rest is going to fall out of
the path of the arrow the upright
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After you have made final settings on the rest be sure to tighten
the locking setscrew against the riser. Then pencil-trace around
the rest carriage so the owner can check for rest movement at any
time to determine if that is the cause for any irregularities in arrow
flight or impact point.

angle can be greater than the stationary blade-type launchers.
TILT-DOWN ANGLE: The dropaway launcher needs to fall completely out of the path of the arrow
and that usually means to a horizontal position. I recommend that it
not strike the shelf of the riser so
you get a quieter drop. If it does
strike the riser shelf then you’ll need
to install some adhesive-backed felt
to dampen the striking noise.
CORD PULL TENSION: The
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full-draw tension on the pull-cord
should not be so great that it distorts the down-cable. This distortion affects flight and groups. And I
could also feel the added tension
while I was aiming. Increase the
cord length a little to prevent any
cable distortion.
DWELL TIME: How long the rest
launcher remains in the upward
position is important. Most manufacturers are telling me that 2 inches is enough to get the arrow’s flight
established accurately. One factory
representative gave me an answer
with some logic behind it, “The
launcher should remain under the
arrow until the draw weight on the
string returns to peak weight.” I
liked that answer because most of
the acceleration of the arrow occurs
during the first few inches of the
forward power stroke. That means
that I need to keep the launcher
upright longer for my Hoyt Wheel &
1/2 bow than I do for my Cam & 1/2
since the wheel takes longer to get
back to peak weight. I’d need to
spend some more time testing this
idea using a high-speed camera to
verify exactly what was happening
and when it was happening.
CENTER-SHOT ADJUSTMENT
FEATURE: All the tested rests had
some kind of adjustment feature for

Most of the rests I tested rotated upward to about 70 to 80
degrees. That’s more than I’m used to with my target launcher
but is how these rests function. This upright position requires a
nocking point high enough to allow for vane clearance over the
launcher. Follow the manufacturers recommendations on this
angle.

changing center shot. The Smart
Rest by NAP has a thumbscrew to
micro adjust C-S, which was very
nice. The Vital Gear rest, the Alpine
Whisperflite and the Specialty

It’s important for the drop-away rest to drop to near horizontal.
In this position, the arrow and fletching can clearly pass over top
of the launcher. If the launcher drops onto the riser shelf then
place some adhesive-backed felt there to dampen and silence the
impact.

Archery
Back
Drop rest all had
set
screws
to
loosen on a sliding
bar or rod. The launcher then could
be moved to a new position and
locked in place. The Copper John
ScardyCAT, Cobra Diamond Back,
the Trophy Ridge Drop Zone, the
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Golden Key rest and the Trophy
Taker model use a locking cap screw
to lock and hold an indexed carriage
bar which were easy to adjust. It’s
all a matter of what you like to deal
with when setting up the rest
because they all worked well.
VERTICAL ADJUSTMENT FEATURE: Five of the tested rests
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(Copper John, Trophy Taker, Golden
Key, Trophy Ridge and Ultra Rest)
had cap screws to lock and hold an
indexed vertical carriage bar. This
made setting the nocking point
extremely easy and lessened setup
time particularly when a nocking
point locator already was in place
on the string.
CORD ATTACHMENT FEATURE: Three of the rests had a cable
slide attachment for the pull cord
while all of models had cords long
enough to attach to the down cable.
I’m still not sure which I like the
best – they all worked. Again, it’s a
matter of your preference as the
dealer who is doing the setup work
and what system you like to deal
with during setup, tuning and
repair.
PULL CORD SPRING TENSION: Seven of the ten rests I tested
had enclosed, sealed springs controlling the rotating tension of the
launcher ensuring that they remain
clean and functional. Two had
exposed springs that give the owner
a chance to adjust the spring tension (I’m sure the manufacturer
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would prefer you leave
it alone.). The Smart
Rest has a cap screw
locking feature that
allows easy adjustment
of the drop speed. I
found that a high tension on the pull cord
affected the pulling tension on the bowstring
that I could feel at full
draw.
ARROW HOLDING
FEATURE: Six of the
rests
(Ultra
Rest,
Whisperflite, Vital Gear, About half of the rests I tested had setscrews that could
be loosened so that the launcher could be moved right or
Copper John and Back
left to set center-shot. One model had a thumbscrew fineDrop) had an arrow adjustment feature for when you fine-tune for groups.
hold feature built into
the rest launcher. The others (Drop the launcher bounce that might
Zone, Smart Rest, Trophy Taker) had occur. Thirdly, be sure to set the
a separate arrow holder that nocking point with the launcher
mounts on the riser arrow shelf to raised up to the near vertical posisupport the arrow while the bow is tion allowing the arrow to pass as
not in the drawn position.
high over the dropped launcher as
LAUNCHER
BOUNCE-UP: possible.
Some high-speed video I was
SETUP TIME: A major concern
involved in several months ago for all dealers is the amount of time
showed that under certain condi- needed to setup the rests they sell. I
tions the drop-away launcher know that you want your customers
would drop and to have good shooting equipment
then
bounce but you have only so much time
back up slightly. during the peak selling season. If
In one case the you’re new to the selling game then
l a u n c h e r contact someone who has some
bounced
up experience at it and pick their brain
and contacted about what rests they put on the difthe
arrow ferent bows they sell. Some bows
fletching. You may work well with a particular rest
can do three while others may work well with a
procedures to different rest. You might find a difprevent
this ference between the single cam
from happen- bows and the hybrid or asymmetric
ing. First, do a cam bows so sorting this all out will
powder test to save you setup and tuning time –
be sure that and time is money during the sellfletching
is ing season.
passing cleanly
GROUPING CONSISTENCY:
over
the The final word on any arrow rest is
l a u n c h e r . the accuracy and reliability you can
Secondly, place get from them. With my experience
a small amount shooting indoor archery I expect to
of felt on the hit “tens” at 20 yards with any rest I
riser
shelf, use – even with my hunting setup.
under
the Basic tuning steps should get the
launcher,
to job done for any rest I use or want to
dampen
any sell. If they don’t get me results then
possible con- I’m suspicious of the rest and won’t
tact and lessen use it. At longer distances like 50
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setup position the
quickest.
The Ultra Rest
gets my vote as the
rest most likely to
succeed in the tree
stand. The ability to
raise and hold the
arrow in place is a
great idea – you
know where the
arrow is going to be
while you are moving your bow into
shooting position
and drawing on the
Half of the rests had a cap screw that fastened a movable
animal. And it was
center-shot carriage. In all cases these carriages had indexed
simple to setup.
scales to use as reference while setting the initial position or
Overall I’m most
testing different positions during fine-tuning steps.
likely to buy, sell
and 60 yards I expect to get broad- and use the ScardyCAT rest. It holds
head flight and accuracy good the arrow when it’s up or down, the
enough to hit a 6-inch spot. I’ve not carriage is the simplest with both
shot at game animals that far but I sturdy vertical and horizontal
do lots of broadhead and fletch test- adjustments, the spring is enclosed
ing at those distances. Besides, if and it got my arrows to the ten ring
my setup is hitting well at long dis- in the fewest shots. And kept them
tance I have great confidence at 20 there! Remember what I said, I’m a
simple kind of guy so you might like
and 30 yards.
the others better.
Which ever rest or rests you
CONCLUSIONS
I liked some of these rests better prefer to stock in your shop, you
than others mostly because I like to have to be aware of the time you’re
keep things simple; the old K-I-S-S going to spend setting them up and
concept. However I know plenty of what rests work well on the bows
archers that like the ability to make you stock. Your experience in this
quick and easy fine adjustments to department, as well as your clientheir setup so they go for the more tele’s needs and desires will get you
advanced arrow rest with micro on-target with the rests best for
adjustments.
you.
For the “MICRO ADJUST” guys
Keep well, shoot straight.
the NAP and Vital Gear rests have
Larry
Editor's Note: Larry Wise's first
the fine-adjustment features. These
rests shoot well and tune to give you book, “Tuning Your Compound
the kind of results you need for Bow,” has just been updated with a
shooting tournament archery but new chapter on hybrid cams plus
more adjustments mean more to do other new information. His latest,
when setting up the rest. And, in my "Core Archery" details correct form
mind, they mean more parts that in a step-by-step format, defines
can get out of adjustment when back tension and how to execute it,
you’re shooting over a long period and presents a plan for the high
of time so be careful about the kind performance mental game. Get
of archer you sell this to and of their either though his web site www.larrywise.com, or by phone at 1-877purpose for using it.
The Copper John ScardyCAT, Go4-XXXs. They are also available
the Golden Key T.K.O., the Ultra from Target Communications, 7626
Rest and the Trophy Taker fit my W. Donges Bay Road, Mequon, WI
“simple” kind of thinking. They 53079.
mount easy and adjust into the
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